
PORTO, Portugal | December 2018 | Furniture design brand Munna showcases new handcrafted designs in a 
showcase at IMM Cologne from 14 to 20 of January, Hall 11.2, Stand M-051. The New Classics are also showcased 
at the Parisian show Maison & Objet from 18 to 22 of January, Hall 8, Stand A22.

In the German showcase, the brand’s contemporary Art Deco and Mid-Century Modern creations are juxtaposed with 
the functional Nature inspired designs by Ginger & Jagger. The wingback Sophia Armchair is shown in a new fabric 
alongside the stylish Margaret Armchair. Munna’s signature style is disclosed in an inviting installation featuring the 
bar stools Daisy, Melody and Olympia in rich velvets and endearing colours. 

Paris welcomes the brands’ new designs — The Luke Sofa draws inspiration from the 70’s groove, with an 
outstanding geometric shape and rounded edges. The Gran Torino Armchair is a majestic club chair with generous 
proportions and undeniable style. The Daisy Bed is presented for the first time, a graceful piece that stands out for its 
curves and appealing form. The conceptual bedroom is infused with pure haute culture and handcraft, with the 
Fringes Armchair and the new In Between Bench, bringing a true sense of the classics. The novelties are 
complemented by some of the most celebrated designs as the Babe and Chantal armchairs and the Ferdinand Sofa, 
adorned by fringed and patterned pillows, as keynotes of movement and texture in the interior.

Munna’s take on contemporary design, celebrates handcraft, superior materials, and the curated composition of the 
design. The living spaces especially created for the shows in Paris and Cologne run from 14 to 20 of January, at IMM 

Cologne, Hall 11.2, Stand M-051, and from 18 to 22 of January at Maison & Objet Paris, Hall 8, Stand A22.
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MUNNA DEBUTS NEW SEATING DESIGNS AT 
IMM COLOGNE AND MAISON & OBJET PARIS

THE NOVELTIES INCLUDE A NEW SOFA, A NEW 

ARMCHAIR, NEW BENCHES AND STOOLS

LUKE •   240 Sofa  •   Munna



The Luke Sofa is a timecapsule of style. Taking queues 
from the most fashionable styles of scarfs in history, it’s 
subtle and layered composition create a dynamic and 
effortlessly stylish presence. From the half round 
composition of the arms, to its graceful seat and back 
curvature, the Luke is a generous 3 seater that will 
keep its composure no matter how chilled you are. 
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LUKE •   240 Sofa  •   Munna GRAN TORINO •   Armchair  •   Munna

The Gran Torino feels like a welcoming ride to the 
perfect getaway. Irresistibly proportioned for lounging, 
and adorned with metal accents, this armchair brews a 
sense of lightness to a space. The detailed seaming 
flows throughout the sillouette of the piece, while the 
contrast between curved shapes and straight lines are a 
landscaped road you want to keep riding. A timestopper 
for living spaces in need of relaxation.  
 

The Daisy redefines the need for curves in an interior. As 
playful as it is graceful, its superbly detailed segments in 
the front and reverse provide a plateau for sleeping and 
dreaming. An absolute must for a bedroom with a sense 
of fun.

DAISY  •   Bed •   Munna

Fringes draws on the signature Franjas fashion theme, 
ruffling the scene and inviting guests with its fun and 
flirtatious feel. The two fringes run all around the piece, 
completing its classic appearance.

FRINGES  •   Two Seat Sofa  •   Munna
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OLYMPIA •   Bar Stool •   Munna CHARLOTTE  •   Bar Stool  •   MunnaMELODY  •   Bar Stool •   Munna

Fringes draws on the signature Franjas fashion theme, 
ruffling the scene and inviting guests with its fun and 
flirtatious feel. The two fringes run all around the piece, 
completing its classic appearance.

FRINGES  •   Bench •   Munna

The In Between Bench is an edgy design that combines 
the geometry of curved and squared shapes. The brass 
nail head trim adds an alluring touch to the bench, 
enhancing its refined lines.

IN BETWEEN •   Bench•   Munna

Olympia projects pure haute couture 
from this three-piece suite, with its 
sensuous feminine outline and 
voluptuous shape. Each exquisitely 
curved design features detailed 
seaming to the front and reverse, 
surmounting either bold metal 
stands or exposed legs enclosed by   
a brass circlet, creating the pièce de 
résistance for any interior.

Like a song that starts with a gentle 
melody, the front of this chair is 
composed as a verse, with a smooth 
seat, backrest and legs. The scene is 
set for the explosion of the chorus, 
bursting from its quilted back, 
infused with detailed seaming and 
exuberant curved lines. The Melody 
Bar & Counter Stool is made to 
entertain, between song and dance.

The Charlotte’s long and generous 
seat and low back support captures 
the feel of a Sunday morning spent at 
the tracks, gazing the breathtaking 
elegance of horseback riding. The 
vertical seams accentuate the long 
seat, and the metal details create a 
charming effect.



2012 - BECOMES ME ARMCHAIR  
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCT DESIGN  AWARDS 

2014 - HUGHES SOFA
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCT DESIGN  AWARDS 
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NOTES TO EDITORS

Munna’s collections are an homage to the profound heritage of 
craftsmanship, a tribute to meaningful design with lasting appeal, 
blending a carefully and exquisite range of selected materials and 
finishes, created to infuse the feel of a higher form of living.
Founded in Porto in 2008, Munna is a furniture design brand 
renowned for its sumptuous upholstery pieces, present in over 50 
international markets in more than a 100 residential, commercial 
and hospitality projects. Munna’s designs are acclaimed by 
specialized publications targeted at interior designers, architects 
and design curators. Munna is now presented in showrooms in 
Europe, Russia, Middle East, Asia, and USA.

AWARD-WINNING DESIGNS

 

2018 - FRINGES ARMCHAIR 
EUROPEAN PRODUCT DESIGN AWARDS

2017 - CHANTAL ARMCHAIR 
GOOD DESIGN AWARDS 
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